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covered with thick vegetation, whilst the leeward side was open, covered 0111 with grass

and Panclanus trees. It seemed uncertain whether this condition was due partly to

clearing by the natives or entirely to the greater access of moisture from the trade Will

on the windward side. Seemanu describes a similar condition, produced by aspect, as

common to all the Fiji Islands. There are also, however, dense patches of wood here and

there on the leeward side of the crater in Matuku, and it may be that all the grass-covered

area has been cleared at some time for cultivation, the island being too small and low to

vary much in atmospheric conditions. At all events the most prominent feature in the

appearance of the vegetation of Matuku is the contrast of the light green open grass

slopes with the dark patches of wood. The grass is high and reedy, and very tiring to

force one's way through, as are also the wooded tracts ; through winch latter a road had

to be cleared with the knife. In some places the grass had been intentionally fired by the

natives as a preliminary to cultivation.

Fli, I706.-The I Ian I 1 \1 atuku , from 0 ciii i' lot II run tilt't' Ban it-l- Ked'.

The view from the summit of the island was ill( st interesting' as well a 1 eautiful.
The exploring party stood on what is now the highest point of the edge of the weathered
crater. On the one sale a steep slope led down to a iiarro\v tract of flat land

bordering the sea. This was itrt1y open and swampy, covered with sedges and ferns,
and with Pandan us trees dotted about over it, and partly covered with gI'o\'eS of cocoa
nut trees. On the other side a vertical precipice, terminating iii a siiihui steel) slope,
led clown into the crater itself. Time cliff and internal slope of time crater were covered
with thick and tangled wood, amongst which grew, eveii close to the summit, a few cocoa
nut palms, and 01W oi' two of the palms called '' Nm Sawa, "

by the natives (Ken tia
exorh iza).

All round the island, except for a very short interval at the eiitraiiee to the IIarl)OUI',
was a circling zone of white breakers, marking the positioli of the 1 ufrrier reef. This zone
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